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In the last decade, significant strides have been made due to the commitment of sector
players to the implementation of the NOGICD Act
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Employment

04

Oil field servicing and contracting
companies contributes over 10,000 of
the direct employees an 100,000 indirect
employees. This is a significant
percentage of the total labour force.
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Training and Human
Capital Development
The group has made significant capital
investments regarding trainings for
local staff across the country.
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The oil sector contributes a significant
percentage (about 65%) of total direct
tax collected annually in the country.

These include local manufacturers of
original equipment and local raw
material, transportation industry, etc.

The members of PCTS group alone
paid over N48 billion in various

Technology

taxes over the past 5 years
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activities in the last 5 years.
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GDP Contribution
Oil production contributes >8% of

Nigeria’s GDP.

Value Added Tax and
Excise Duties
Oil producers including members of
the group contribute about 3% of
total VAT each year in the country.
This amounted to contribution of N211
billion over the past 5 years.

Corporate Social
Responsibilities
Various CSR and charity activities
have been undertaken by members of
the group, over the years. This
includes water projects, health
facilities, rural road construction,
education support etc. The group has
spent over N200 million on CSR

Direct Taxes

Oil servicing and contracting companies
encourage and sustain many ancillary
businesses locally.

Members of the PCTS have actively
engaged in technology transfer in line
with the requirements for localization.
A number of partnerships have been
developed and technology transfer
agreements executed

This includes foreign trainings,
masters degrees and research
sponsorship. This is in the drive to
transfer knowledge to Nigerians and
build local content.

03

Local supply chain
development
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Foreign Exchange
Earnings
The oil and gas subsector contributes
about 88% of Nigeria’s foreign
exchange earnings.
Over the last 5 years the subsector has
contributed over N59 trillion to

Nigeria’s foreign trade
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The pandemic has impacted the industry. This is in addition to the underlying challenges
faced by the sector prior to COVID 19
Impact of Covid-19 Pandemic on the Oil & Gas Sector

1.

2.

The pandemic exacerbated the crisis of supressed oil
price as weakened economic activities resulted in
reduced oil consumption
Erosion of market cap of oil and gas producers; CAPEX
reduction, Scope reduction, HC Reduction

3.

Supply chain shock causing delays in projects;

4.

Necessitated the use of technology to ensure business
continuity, remote monitoring and management and
cost optimisation;

5.

Rapid evacuation of employees; Operational Disruption

6.

Increased reliance of governments on tax revenue;
Taxation Pressure

7.
8.

Accelerating the global energy transition plan; towards
reduction in global CO2 emissions
IOCs started consolidation of operational footprint by
way of divestment

9.5 Financing becomes even more challenging for the O&G
players.

Other challenges facing the industry

Reduction in revenue due to oil
price crashing with the
attendant impact on service
companies
Uncertain regulatory
environment for Oil and Gas
has resulted in reduced
investment by IOCs

Increase in Inflation

Poor Infrastructure

Multiplicity of Taxes
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Unstable economic
environment and lack of
certainty

03

Lack of access to foreign
exchange at official rate
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High cost of doing business
in Nigeria including energy
and power

07

Insecurity and Insurgency
in the country
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Multiple hits to the industry
from a tax standpoint in the
same year (VAT increase)
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Transparency on the part of
regulators

02

04

06

08
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Pandemic Impacts & Opportunities on 10yr Strategic Plan
KPI

300,000 Jobs

$14bn Retained
Value

COVID Fallout

Impact

Opportunities

CAPEX reduction leads to less
Projects

•
•

Constraint on Job Growth
HC Reduction

•

Regional & Global opportunities for
Nigerian Nationals

Technology Levers as a key
element of Cost-Reduction

•

Reduction in Manpower
requirement for execution

•
•
•
•

Improved sustainability of the industry
Improved cost competitiveness
Skills adaptation
Skills repurposing

Accelerated Energy Transition

•

Less opportunities created in
traditional O&G areas

•
•

Skills repurposing
Leadership in alternative energy (hub)

CAPEX crunch reduces FDI
opportunities

•

Reduced Spend overall

•
•

Reassessment and redefinition of KPI
Opportunity to develop less capital
intensive projects – brownfields

Accelerated Energy Transition

•

Reduced investment in
traditional O&G projects

•

Leadership in alternative energy (hub)

Pandemic Impacts & Opportunities on 10yr Strategic Plan (Cont’d)
KPI

COVID Fallout

Impact

Opportunities

Shipyards

Overall CAPEX crunch

•

Challenging economic
justification for shipyard
investment

•

Leverage other Shipyard Workload sources

Manufacturing

Overall CAPEX crunch

•

Projects needed to sustained
existing capacity not realized
Economic justification for new
CAPEX very difficult to make
within vendor organizations

•

Opportunity to re-strategize Capacity
Development
Position Nigeria as Regional Hub in areas of
relative strength
Leverage opportunities in other industries
– building the critical mass of workload

•

•
•

Impact of the pandemic on the industry and future outlook
Overall aspiration

Strategic outcomes

“To be the catalyst for the industrialization of the Nigerian oil and gas industry
and its linkage sectors”
The overall aspiration and its achievement cannot be overemphasised during this
time. The role of the Board is pivotal in ensuring that the country adapts and
creates sustainable value, ensures positive contribution to the economy by the
industry, localises value and supply chains and maximises productivity and
people capacity.

Increase local content level in the oil and gas from 26% to 70% by 2027 and;
Double the value domiciled in the Nigerian oil and gas industry by 2027
Key questions:
• Given the current environment, what is the level of flexibility Stakeholders
need to embrace to stay on track?
• Should decarbonisation, energy transition and digital technologies become
specific strategic outcomes?
• How will the Petroleum Industry Bill impact the 10yr strategic roadmap?

Strategic Pillars

Technical capacity
development
Review of the
technical skill
curriculum to adapt to
the changing
technologies and
project demands

Compliance and
Enforcement
Continued Pragmatic
approach to
enforcement, is even
more imperative postCOVID. Industry
stakeholders need
some support.

Enabling business
environment

Organisation
Capability

Flexibility needed in
the short- term,
regarding
Contracting
Strategies in order
to unlock projects
with tight economics

Re-tooling of NCDMB
skills to support O&G
Industry’s
Transformational
changes

Sectorial and
Regional Market
linkage
Justification of
investment in
manufacturing
capability by
unlocking
opportunities in other
sectors

Enablers
Rethinking the goals underpinning the enablers is essential
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Closing – the pandemic has brought the future to today

NCDMB 10-year Strategic Goal remains
attainable. Industry players are generally
in agreement and remain committed to it.
The fall out of the pandemic has thrown a
few unforeseen hurdles along the way,
however with continued engagement of
all stakeholders and willingness to work
together in a pragmatic manner, the
future is bright.
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Thank You
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